








quested its intervention in ninety-twvo cases, out

of which thirty-one convictions already have

been obtained, with most of the others distinctly

"live" cases and solutions expected.

Richter had already indicated what he wanted in

terns of experience for the Bureau's agents. and he also

required the men have a high school education with at

leasttwo years schooling in political science. Whether he

meant classroom or practical politics is unknown. but

from the ability of the agents to handle government

officials as well as the public. he may have meant "real"

politics. Richter, in addition to his law enforcement

qualifications, had worked in the office of L.S. Represen-

tativeEd Rees in Washington. and having been elected a

sheriff, he was astute in the political areas himself. He

would not, however, stand for any partisan involvement

of his agents. Years later. when asked about the non-

political approach of the KBI, Loggan Sanford remarked

that there probably were more Democrat agents by regis-

trationthan Republican, even though throughout the early

history of the KBI the Attorneys General were Republi-

can. Qualified law officers were the priority.

Political savvy, and the background of several agents

having been sheriffs, certainly provided them the experi-

ence to handle the cooperative image Richter insisted on.

The low profile of the KBI was necessary to work closely

Mary Collins
Secretary

with sheriffs , who had to get
elected. By giving the local sher-
iffs credit for crimes solved, it

would help their chances at re-
election . Richter wanted men who
would adhere to the " no credit"

policy. By November 1939.

Richter would have his full

complement of nine agents, him-
self. secretary Mary Collins, and

all the files and paraphernalia of

the Bureau located in a three-
room complex in the capitol.

The Bureau had a director's office, secretarial office,

and what was called the "records overflow'' room. Just

when additional space was made available. including a

separate agents' room, is not known, but within a few

short years there were four small rooms including an old

walk-in vault used as a photo and bal l istics lah. To run the

entire operation in 1939 the KBI had a budget of $46.000.

That amount would not change until 194-1 when it in-

creased to $50,000. Agent Herbert Henderson. during an

interview in 1977, said that he recalled being in the

director's office shortly before the end of their first year:

Richter looked at some figures that indicated only $200

was left in the budget. and remarked, "that's too damned

close for comfort."

Who were those agents that Richter said did not

contain one "dud'"? The first ten were: Richter: Joe W.

Anderson: Clarence Bulla: R. L. Griffith: Herbert

Henderson; Ronald S. Fowkes; R. A. "Jac' Huse; Charles

C. Maupin; C. Glenn Morris: and Harry A. Neal. They

did not all come aboard at once. The only agents for

certain that began work on July 1. 1939, in addition to Lou

Richter, were Anderson. Henderson, and Neal. It is

probable that C. Glenn Morris and R. A. Huse also began

on the first, but payroll records do not substantiate that

fact. They must have started sometime at least by late

July, however, as they drew some expense money in the

middle of August. Bulla began work on August 1. as did

Fowkes and Maupin. R. L. Griffith was hiredeitherin late

October or early November.

Agent Morris evidently departed the Bureau some-

timepriorto 1941. as the only otherageiit hired during this

period was Roy E. Dyer who came on hoard January 1,

1941. Dyer would also serve as the first unofficial. then

official, assistant director until 1961. Just when the title

of assistant was first used is difficult to determine. These

ten agents, including Dyer. and Mary Collins as the

secretary, would remain the entire staff of the KBI until

1945 when Eldon R. Fisher and D, K. Fitch were added in

January and February. On March I , 1946. Wayne Owens

was hired, but he resigned in 1949 only to he reappointed

as an agent in 1952. In 1947. Rov B. Church %v as hired on

March 1. and Vernon R. Dillon on November 1. These

were the first two agents to be hired as designated tech-

nicians. but they also served as field agents. On January 1.

1948, Logan Sanford. who would become the KBI's

second director in 1957, was hired. Wendall Cowan was

added on March 1 of the same year. In 1949, Harry L.

Felker (hired as an identification technician but who also

served as a field agent). Thomas Stowers, and Vance

Houdvshell were on the payroll. Ten nears after the

Bureau's founding the staff had doubled to twenty agents:

this would drop to nineteen when Wayne Owens left. No

agents were hired, except for Owens' return in 1952,

between 1950 and 1953. The hiring of additional agents

from 1945 to 1949 is reflected in the budget increases for

those years. The budgets were: 1945. $27,170 for salaries

and $25,000 for operating costs ($52.170); 1946 and

1947, $32.000 for salaries and $30,000 for operations

(S62,000); 1948 and 1949,$47.000 for salaries and $56,000

for operations ($103,000).

The first ten agents and the second ten during the first

ten years brought years of experience and expertise to the

Bureau. Joe Anderson. of Baxter Springs, described by

Herbert Henderson as a ""man-hunter" with "Jillions of

contacts." had been on the old highway patrol under Wint

Smith. and a private investigator. Anderson drew top

agent pay of5160 per month. The rest received $125. The
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